HOBBY CENTRE 2017-18
Teacher In Charge: Mrs Deepa Chitnis

Secretary: Devangana Poddar

Joint Secretary: Dhara Makwana

PR HOD: Vaibhavi Mehta

Creatives HOD: Jayni Dedhia

Marketing HOD: Rashi Savla

1) RANGOLI COMPETITION
Date:10TH August 2017
Various forms of arts form an important part of Indian Culture. One of them is
Rangoli.
The Event was organized in order to enable the students to reconnect with
colorfulness of our Indian culture and to explore their creative side.
The main motive of our team is to give all students a chance to explore their
different shades and creativity and hence bringing a whole new level of confidence
and contentment which was successfully fulfilled in the event.
The colours, designs and precision of the rangolis were astounding. It witnessed
participation of 15 students from various courses of Degree College.
The competition was judged by Mrs Amee Vora and Mrs Vaishali Dawar.
The Judges selected three winning rangolis and the winners were given certificates
of their achievement.

2) TEACHERS DAY
Date: 5th September 2017
The Teachers Day Celebration was one of its kinds organised for Teachers.
The theme for this year was RETRO. The atmosphere was amazing.
All teachers were beautifully dressed.
The prizes for best dressed teachers were won by Amee Ma’am and Shivesh Sir.
Celebration was absolutely rocking! The event began with an inspiring speech by
our Principal Sir followed by cake cutting and some fun games for the teachers,
gifts and snacks.
As a fun activity, the teachers were given 5 teams and were given question paper of
5 subjects which they usually don’t teach. It was fun to see the teachers trying to
complete the papers within time limit which was stressful, but refreshing at the
same time.
At the end the secretaries and joint secretaries of all committees expressed their
love and gratitude.
The students from various committees then distributed gifts and appreciations to
the teachers.
All in all, the celebration was full of memories.
The event ended with distribution of personalized diaries to the teachers designed
by the Creative’s Department Of Hobby Centre.
The event was organized by The Students' Council of N.M.College, The Hobby
Centre, Wildlife and Nature Club.

3) CARNIVAL DAY STALL
Date:23rd December 2017
The Carnival Day organized every year is famous among students for its festive,
cheerful and creative vibe. The stall set up by Hobby Centre further elevated it.
Beautiful hand crafted mini cards and bookmarks were put up for sale. Their
vibrant colours were delightful treat to eyes. These cards and bookmarks were
hand crafted by the Creative’s Department of Hobby Centre. The stall saw
continuous pouring of students from 9am up to 11:30 am. It was massive success.

4) WAR WITHOUT WEAPONS
Date: 12TH February 2018

While cleaning that cupboard of yours, did you ever come across a decade
old drawing book of a 5th grade kid? Got you nostalgic?
Well, this is what Hobby Centre's latest eventA War Without Weapon was all about. The participants were supposed to
create a painting within one hour. But the rule here was:
PAINTBRUSHES NOT ALLOWED.
One would straightaway think about those vegetable print paintings one
made in school. But no. The paintings created by the participants were far
from being labelled as mainstream.
Every painting created was a masterpiece in itself. From using earbuds,
sponges and forks to the unconventional use of a cutter, the paintings were
a perfect combination of
techniques, finesse, colours and creativity. Some portrayed the beauty of
nature while some portrayed deep spiritual messages.
The event saw a participation of 15 students across all the sections of
degree college. A large number of faculty members and also our very own
Principal Sir, Dr. Parag Ajagaonkar also participated.
A piece of Art is a peek into the Creator's Soul.
Rightly said and justified.

